Contract for General Planning Consultant Services for Rail Transportation Programs and Projects in Virginia

*Contract Number 505-17-CC0001*

THIS CONTRACT entered into this 18th day of January, 2017 by HDR Engineering Inc., hereinafter called the “Contractor”, and Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT), called the “Department” or “Purchasing Agency”, is for a Contract for General Planning Consultant Services for Rail Transportation Programs and Projects in Virginia.

WITNESSETH that the Contractor and the Purchasing Agency in consideration of mutual covenants, promises and agreements herein contained, agree as follows:

**SCOPE OF WORK:** The Contractor shall provide the services to the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation as set forth in the contract documents.

**PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE:** This contract covers the period of January 18, 2017 through January 17, 2020.

**THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS** shall consist of:

1. The signed contract
2. The following sections of the Request for Proposals # 505-17-CC0001 dated August 29, 2016:
   (a) The Statement of Needs
   (b) General Terms and Conditions
   (c) Special Terms and Conditions
3. The Contractor's proposal dated September 15, 2016 and the Contractor's Final Price Schedule for HDR Engineering, Inc. and their Subcontractors.

**CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING:** The Contractor Certifies that it is in compliance with 49CFR Part 20, Certification Regarding Lobbying.
NOTICE TO PROCEED: No work shall be done by the Contractor prior to receipt of written notice to proceed in the form of an eVA Task Order from the Department Contract Manager. The Department will not be responsible for payment for work done in advance of such notice.

CONSIDERATION: This will be a Requirements contract with fixed labor rates. The consideration for Task Orders will be paid on a fixed billable rate basis using fully loaded hourly bill rates as shown in the attachment. Fees for specific task assignments shall be in accordance with the Price/Cost Chart included in your Final Price Schedule for the approved individuals assigned to the task. The hours allowed for classification for a Task Order will be negotiated prior to the start of any work. All Task Orders will have a maximum cost.

IN WITNESSETH WHEREOF, the parties have caused this contract to be duly executed intending to be bound thereby.

Contractor:
HDR Engineering, Inc.
By: ____________________________
   Kenneth E. Aducci
Title: Senior Vice President
Date: January 3, 2017

Dept of Rail and Public Transportation
By: ____________________________
   Jamie Motley
Title: MGR of Budget
Date: 1-10-2017